Tsunami of Destruction: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
Wave is Rising
As I awoke from sleep on the night of 28 April 2012, I saw a great wave that was rising
up out of the sea. As the wave came closer to shore, it began to lift higher above sea level.
When awake, I asked the Lord YHWH what this means.
I was told in my spirit that this was the wave of the rise of the NWO also known as the
Antichrist regime. It was just starting to be seen as it rose from the sea floor giving the wave
great height. The nature of a tsunami wave is when you can see it rise from the sea floor, it
is just a matter of minutes before it hits shore with its deadly force of destruction.
Coming Crash
I further understood that we are in the last
hours before the NWO takes control of the US
and the world. The wave has been there for
perhaps hundreds of years – actually since the
Garden of Eden but only now can it be seen
rising in the US with the crushing power to
destroy any remnant left of the US Constitution.
Soon, you will see the crash of the US
dollar, the implementation of Martial Law and the
rapid confiscation of guns and other weapons.
Soon after will be the severe control of
natural resources like food, water, fuel, precious
metals (gold and silver will be confiscated
according to executive orders already signed)
and the deployment of UN troops in the US to
police Americans.
Perhaps the Last Chance to Prepare
It may well be we only have little time left to be prepared for what is coming. I am
building and selling Survival Wagons built with what is needed to live in providing protection
from minus -30 degree weather, cooking facilities and heat. It can be easily moved to
locations where natural resources are commonly found in the American wilderness even in
winter – even up here at 10,000 feet in the high Rockies.
Guns and gold/silver will be confiscated and illegal to use in trade. You might consider
acquiring and training in shooting a crossbow for hunting and other silent hunting devices.
If you resist in giving up your gold and guns, you will be killed or imprisoned by UN
troops who will be heavily armed with tanks and helicopter gun ships. Thinking you can use
small arms in resistance is an illusion considering what is coming unless you are a trained
sniper.
Stealth Not Confrontation
Stealth (you can't be found) is one of your best friends when all this occurs. If you are
buying survival gear and bulk food, use cash so the purchase cannot be tracked. Decide
where you will go in short notice that is located sufficiently far away from the cities.
If you have a camouflaged Survival Wagon or other mobile self-sustaining solution, the

national forests are a prime option for survival with meat on the hoof. Add to this stored grain
such as rice and other seeds. Sprout the grains/seeds for green food and cook the rice as
your basic starch.
Learn the tools and methods of the Mountainman. Wool is better than most modern
clothing inventions since it stays warm even when wet. This year 2013 may be the last
summer you have to prepare

